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after his accident,” says Barnes. “Counseling is part of the process. He didn’t know 
what to expect, and he was down about that. I let him know that there is a future for 
him, and we talked about what his life would be like.”

Barnes listened to McDaniel’s goals and explained to him the wide range of pros-
thetic devices available from basic to athletic. Knowing how important it was for his 
patient to return to active police duty, Barnes selected prosthetic components that 
would be lightweight, durable, and shock absorbent. “We went with a Ceterus foot 
[Ossur, Aliso Viejo, California], and a carbon-fiber laminated socket,” Barnes says. 
“He still has a cast on his so-called ‘good side’ that has complicated his treatment; it’s 
the only thing slowing him down. But he’s walking independently and making great 
progress.”

Because McDaniel was in extraordinary physical condition before the accident, he 
healed much quicker than expected. With support and encouragement from family, 
friends, fellow officers, Barnes, and his community, McDaniel pushed through excru-
ciating pain to adjust to his new prosthetic limb. Walking on a treadmill at home for 
hours at a time, using a bike and cross-country stepper, and going to physical therapy 
twice a week has built up his strength.

“I had the support of my whole department,” McDaniel says. “It kept me going 
to know they were cheering for me, praying for me. They helped my wife around 
the house and yard. And my wife has been phenomenal. I couldn’t ask for anything 
better.”

Communication between Barnes and McDaniel was an essential part of his care. 
“Where he was once withdrawn and quiet about his treatment, he has come out of his 
shell and is more vocal about his care,” says Barnes. “I encourage feedback from my 
patients. I ask, ‘How is the socket feeling?’ They’ve never done this, so they don’t nec-
essarily know that it shouldn’t hurt. I tell them to talk to me. Everything is fixable.”

Putting faith in the prosthesis was the first step for McDaniel. “Taking those first 
steps with my prosthetic leg was what I imagine my first baby steps were like,” he 
explains. “You’ve got to trust this thing under you to support you. I have a prosthesis 
that’s for active people. I can do anything athletic and my job. If I can’t do it with this 
leg, it’s not something I want to do!”

Four months after his accident, McDaniel went to work on the desk at Cobb Coun-
ty headquarters. In November, he returned to Precinct 3 and was greeted by friends 
and coworkers. “They say I’m an inspiration and that they’re proud to have me back,” 
he says. “It’s an accomplishment to be back at my precinct doing light duty—reports 
over the phone, walk-ins, and accident reports. I’m looking forward to passing the 
required physical tests so I can be on full duty and get back on the road, patrolling 
the streets.”

McDaniel will be one of a handful of police officers who have had amputations and 
returned to active police duty.

Though his friends sometimes tease him for all the attention and media public-
ity he’s now receiving, McDaniel has comfortably adapted to being an inspiration. 
“I advise others who might find themselves in a similar situation to not give up on 
themselves,” he says. “I know that nothing is impossible; I’ve just got to figure out how 
to do it, what I need, and just do it. I will do it.”  WEB QUICK FIND: EDTC0208

Sherry Metzger, MS, is a freelance writer with degrees in anatomy and neurobiology. She is based in Westminster, Colorado, 
and can be reached at sherry@opedge.com
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